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Abstract
The human brain is always trying to predict ahead in time. Many say that it is possible
to take actions only based on internal simulations of the brain. A recent trend in the
field of Artificial Intelligence is to provide agents with an “inner world” or internal
simulations. This inner world can then be used instead of the real world, making it
possible to operate without any inputs from the real world.
This final year project explores the possibility to navigate collision-free in a dynamic
environment, using only internal simulation of sensor input instead of real input.
Three scenarios will be presented that show how internal simulation operates in a
dynamic environment. The results show that it is possible to navigate entirely based
on predictions without a collision.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
In the 1950s a new type of science started to emerge on the surface called Artificial
Intelligence (AI). The idea behind this new science was to investigate intelligence.
Now it seems that many of the industries are trying to benefit from this technology:
e.g. Automobile industry, are adding among other things, AI vision to their cars,
vacuum cleaners and lawnmowers are automatically cutting the grass and vacuuming
the floors and so on. With increasing computing power it is possible to create almost
anything and most of our household equipment is getting more and more intelligent.
When a driver sits behind the wheel of his car and drives off, he starts immediately
planning his route. There are many factors that he takes into account for example,
what time is it, what day it is and so on. All this information is then processed and he
chooses the way that he thinks is best.
Some studies have been done using AI to try to figure out the best route using the
elements that surround the object (Froese and Matihes, 1997; Liu et al., 2007; Liu and
Shi, 2005).
Our brain is always doing predictions (Gallese and Lakoff, 2005). But what if we
could predict what will happen in our environment to plan our route. Some studies are
published that use AI to predict what will happen in the next time step or even steps
(Elman, 1990; Hoffmann and Möller, 2004; Ziemke et al., 2005; Svensson et al.,
2009).
Hesslow’s (2002) simulation hypothesis introduced a way that makes it possible to
predict using only internal simulation. This gave researchers a way to provide a robot
with an “inner world” using Hesslows simulation hypothesis (Ziemke et al., 2005;
Svensson et al., 2009). Ziemke et al. (2005) and Svensson et al. (2009) have shown
that it is possible to navigate in a static world using only internal simulation to
stimulate the input, and make a learned network predict what is going to happen in the
future.
But will it be possible to navigate using simulation theory/hypothesis to provide a
robot with an inner world in a dynamic environment. This final year project will
address this question by using an Echo State Network (ESN) and Hesslow’s
simulation hypothesis to navigate in a dynamic environment.

The outline of this report is as follows. In chapter 2 concepts used in this report will
be introduced. In Chapter 3 will address related work that has been done by others. In
Chapter 4 the problem will be motivated. Chapter 5 describes the method used to
solve the problem introduced in chapter 4. Chapter 6 is the implementation of the
problem and results. In chapter 7 conclusions and in chapter 8 suggestions for future
work of this project will be given.
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In this chapter background to the problem will be introduced. Chapter 2.1 describes
the basics of an artificial neural network. Chapter 2.2 describes what a simulation is,
followed by describing the simulation hypothesis.

2.1 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are computational models that are inspired by the
human brain (Callan, 1999). An ANN is a network of simple neurons/nodes, using an
activation function (logistic function) to determine its output. Each node has an input
(net value), which is the summation of the weights connected to it. A single neuron
can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Single neuron with 5 inputs and an activation function

An artificial neuron network needs some form of learning.
Supervised learning is when the ANN uses a training set, to adjust the value of
weights to the current input. An example of supervised learning is the back
propagation algorithm.
Unsupervised learning is when there is no data that the ANN can learn from, instead it
clusters patterns form the input data.
Reinforcement learning is somewhere between the supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. This means that when training it is rewarded or punished for
its actions.
2.1.1

Architecture of ANN

Fed-forward: According to Mehrotra et al. (1997) a feed-forward ANN is a network
that connects from a node in the layer i to the next layer i+1. Feed-forward are said to
be the most common types of ANN networks. A typical description of the feedforward network is “number of inputs – number of nodes in hidden layer – number of
outputs” or 4-3-2 as shown in Figure 2.2.
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As stated above the feed-forward network is one of the more common architectures,
this is because of how general the architecture is and how good they are in imitating
almost any existing mathematical functions, therefore they are often called “universal
function approximators”.

Figure 2.2: Fully connected 4-3-2 feed-forward network

Generalized feed-forward ANN: Is based on the feed-forward network described
above. The two architectures only differ in one single way, connections in generalized
feed-forward are allowed to bypass layers as long as the connections are made to the
successive layers (higher layers). Generalized feed-forward networks can often solve
problems more efficiently than regular feed-forward networks. This is because the
feed-forward network often needs more training to reach its goals on the same size of
network as shown in Malakooti and Zhou (1993) study.

Recurrent (RNN)/Echo State Networks (ESN): Are networks that most often allow
connections both from output nodes to the hidden layer of the network and
connections from the hidden layer to the input nodes, potentially everything can be
connected to everything. There are a several types of recurrent networks for example
Echo State Networks (ESN) and Simple Recurrent Networks/Elman networks. The
main feature of an Elman network is that the output of the hidden layer is feed back
into the input of the network. ESN on the other hand provide supervised learning and
architecture based on a reservoir of dynamics driven by the input.
Jaeger (2002) says that the single most important thing when tuning an ESN network
,where λmax is the largest absolute value of an
is the spectral radius ( λ
max > 1
eigenvector of untrained network) of the weight matrix. According to Jaeger (2002)
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the general rule is that for fast short memory tasks the α (spectral radius) should be
low but when memory is needed the α should be higher (the closer to 1 the smaller the
region of the optimality will be).
Modular ANN: Are based on, like the name indicates, modules. Modular ANN use
the method of Divide and Concur meaning that each module is to learn a small part of
the problem then combining each result in a logical manner.

2.2 Simulation
A simulation is simply trying to imitate the real world with out the need to step into it.
Simulation is often used if there is no option to try it out in the real world.
Evolutionary robotics often uses simulator instead of trying to evolve the epochs on
the hardware. This is done to speed things up because it is possible to do the
calculations in a computer much faster than it could be done in real life. The main
down side of simulators is that they cannot map the real world perfectly. So even if
there is a simulation of the process it could mean that it wouldn’t work as good in
reality.

2.2.1

Simulation hypothesis (inner world)

The simulation hypothesis is presented in Hesslow’s (2002) article about Conscious
thought as simulation of behavior and perception. The simulation hypothesis is to
provide an inner world (internal simulation of perception and behavior). This differs
from the traditional explanations that say that an inner world is based on symbolic
models of the world, which is not embraced by many neural network (NN)
connectionists’ (Brooks, 1999 and Pfeifer and Scheier 1999).
The foundation of the simulation theory is based on three assumptions about brain
function.
1. Activating motor structures can simulate behavior.
2. Perception can be simulated by internal activation of sensory cortex.
3. Both overt and covert actions can elicit perceptual simulation of their
normal consequences (anticipation).
Hesslow (2002) states that when you have the mechanism of anticipation you are able
to simulate chains of behaviors (Figure 2.3 (b)). By this he means that you are able to
simulate a new response (output) that could act as the new stimulus (input) that could
generate another response and so on.
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As Figure 2.3 shows in a) that if you feed something from the output at time step 1
(Outputt 1) to the input of time step 2 (Input 2) you will get to process that. But as b)
in Figure 2.3 shows, instead of feeding it to the output you can feed it inside the cloud
and get the same results. So instead reacting to the environment, it should be possible
to simulate this interaction internally.
This final year project will focus on providing an inner world to a robot in a dynamic
environment.

Figure 2.3: Simulation hypothesis (Based on Hesslow, 2002, p.244)
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There are some studies e.g. Hoffmann and Möller (2004), Ziemke et al. (2005) and
Svensson et al. (2009) that use Hesslow’s simulation hypothesis to move around in a
static world. The main difference between them is the type of sensors that are used as
input or the type of network that is used. These studies will be described in this
chapter since methods and ideas from them were used in this report (See chapters 5.2
and 6.1).
Action Selection and Mental Transformation Based on a Chain of Forward
Models
In Hoffmann and Möller’s (2004) study two scenarios were developed to use a
forward model with a multilayer perceptron to predict the next time step. A Pioneer 2
AT four-wheel robot with a panoramic camera was used in this study. The maze used
was a circle (180 cm in diameter) with 15 red obstacles that cover the edges of the
circle.
The first scenario is an action selection task, where the goal was to drive towards an
obstacle in a predefined direction without a collision. Training was done with random
exploration of the maze. Two optimization methods were used (Simulated annealing
and Powell’s method) on the squared error between the predicted value and the
reality. Both methods showed similar results.
The second scenario is a mental transformation task, its task was to see if the robot
could tell if it was in the center of the circle or not. This was done rotating the robot
with internal simulation (the robot never rotated only simulated a rotation) for 5 time
steps (72°) and if the difference of the frontal sector was less then 1 pixel the robot
was in the center of the circle. Since the environment was always a full circle, it was
not necessary to simulate a full 360° simulation (results showed that longer simulation
gave higher error).
The results of Hoffmann and Möller’s (2004) study showed that forward models
could be used for both planning of goal-directed actions and mental transformation
with good results.
Internal simulation of perception: a minimal neuro-robotic model
In Ziemke et al., (2005) study the possibility to provide a robot with an “inner world”
using an internal simulation, rather than explicit representational world was explored.
The goal was to let a Khepra robot move blindly in a corridor without colliding to any
walls.
Ziemke et al. (2005) describes two experiments that were implemented. The first one
was an extension on Meeden et al. (1993) study, that using ANN control architecture
(RNN) should provide them with accurate enough predictions that could be used
instead of the sensory data. This resulted in that the front sensor predictions were the
same as the input (so the network was not predicting anything for the front sensors but
simply guessing that the output is the same as the input). This was because that the
range of the sensors is short and the front sensors were seldom activated.
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So new experiments were set up to encounter the problem described above. A new
and simpler architecture (feed forward ANN) was chosen. This experiment was not
able to generate successful simulations using only Khepras proximity sensors. So a
long-range rod sensor was used instead, the predictions did not mach the input, but
made it possible to navigate blindly in the maze. One interpretation of this result is
that the network acted as a timer.
Representation as internal simulation: A robotic model
Svensson et al. (2009) used a similar world to Ziemke et al. (2005); a squared shaped
maze with a squared object in the middle. The robot is to find its way around the
middle object using its predictions (Hesslow (2002) simulation hypothesis). The
chosen network that was used was an ESN network with 20% connectivity and an
adjusted spectral radius < 1.
When training, the E-puck uses its proximity sensors as well as the motor input to
learn. But when testing there were two modes that could be used, “blind sensory” and
“blind all”. Blind sensory means that the predictions of the proximity sensors were
feed back to the input, but the predictions for the motors were not used. In blind all
mode both the perditions of the 8 proximity sensors and the motors were feed back to
the input.
The results of this study show that when the robot is in “blind all” mode it can predict
the next time step in a static environment for about 800 time steps from when the
simulation started until it out of phase. This shows that it is possible to provide the
robot with an “inner world” that is based entirely on internal simulation.
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As said in the introduction, route planning and collision avoidance is something that
many researchers have been doing for some time now (Froese and Matihes, 1997; Liu
et al., 2007; Liu and Shi, 2005). But all of those studies do their route planning and
collision avoidance using live data (communication) from the environment.
Studies (Elman, 1990; Ziemke et al., 2005; Svensson et al., 2009) have shown that it
is possible with the help of AI and ANN to look into the future and actually predict
what will happen in the next time steps. Ziemke et al. (2005) and Svensson et al.,
(2009) for example showed that an agent could move totally blinded in a static
environment just by predicting what it would encounter in the next time step(s),
following Hesslow’s (2002) simulation hypothesis.
But can this type of “inner world” be achieved in a dynamic environment? Since the
main weights in other studies (Elman, 1990; Ziemke et al., 2005; Svensson et al.,
2009) is on predicting in a static environment this question has yet to be answered
before it is possible to navigate in a dynamic environment using predictions.
If we could provide a robot in a dynamic environment an “inner world” that can feed
back its predictions to the input, rather than using updates from its sensors, with some
degree of accuracy, it should be possible to navigate using only the predictions.

4.1 Aim and objectives
The aim of this final year project is to propose a way to use signals that are available
in a dynamic environment to plan our route without a collision, by predicting the
movements of others using Hesslow’s (2002) simulation hypothesis.
To be able to accomplish this aim it is important to complete the following objectives.
1. Choose hardware and a simulator that has the functions needed to
complete this type of communication.
2. Choose a suitable artificial neural network that can handle this type of
problem.
3. Create different scenarios to train the model in.
4. Validate the results by simulating/training the models created in
objective 3.

4.2 Expected results
Expected result from this final year project are to have computer simulations that
show robot/robots predicting the movements of other robots in the same arena and
moving according to these predictions. The simulation should show what is predicted
and what the actual value on that predicted time-step is, and move according to its
predictions, without a collation.
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This chapter describes how the objectives of this final year project will be achieved.
In section 4.1 the hardware/simulator will be chosen. In section 4.2 the ANN to be
used will be reveled. Section 4.3 will tell us about scenarios that will be tested.
Finally in Section 4.4 the implementation of the project will be described.

5.1 Choice of Hardware/Simulator
There are a few simulators/hardware that are out on the market that could be used for
this type of problem. One of the main factors is that the robot that is to be trained can
receive some form of information from the other robots. The two robots that have
been looked at are Khepera by K-Team SA (www.k-team.com) and the E-Puck
developed by Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. The main advantage of the EPuck and Khepra is that they are able to communicate via Bluetooth, making them
totally wireless. Since Högskolan i Skövde has some E-pucks available and they have
all the input and output needed for this experiment the E-puck will make a great
candidate. One of the recommended simulators for the E-Puck out on the market is
Webots 6.0.1. This simulator will be used since it gives the advantage of training the
robots in simulation and simply move the trained robot to hardware. This shortens the
training time if you want to move the experiment form the simulator into a real
environment.

5.2 Choice of ANN architectures
Since it has been shown that ESN can handle complex dynamics, time, memory and
can predict the next time step in a static environment this will be an ideal candidate
for this final year project.
The chosen ANN for this final year project will be ESN network. ESN networks are a
specific kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Recurrent networks are able to
predict the next step in time (Elman, 1990; Svensson et al., 2009). ESN can also
handle much more complex dynamics than feed-forward networks and are able to
handle time, e.g. delayed reconstruction tasks (Maass et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2002c).
Even if recurrent architecture is said to have a short-term memory, but the memory
can be extended as Maass et al. (2007) showed in his article.

5.3 Experiment scenarios
When designing the experiment scenarios it is necessary to start with a simple setup to
be able to realize how the simulation hypothesis will work in the simplest
environment. Then building on that foundation to allow it to work in more complex
scenarios. Three scenarios have been designed to show different kinds of behavior.
First scenario shown in Figure 5.1 is set up to let Robot A predict the movement of
Robot B. Robot B is set to go in a predictable pattern such as a straight line or a sine
wave, changing his speed randomly in the beginning of each pass.
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Figure 5.1: Scenario 1, Robot A is predicting Robots B movement

The second scenario shown in Figure 5.2 is an extension of scenario 2. Adding the
second robot (Robot C) Robot A has to plan its route by predicting the movements of
both Robot B and C. Both robot B and C will move in a predictable ways choosing a
different random speed at the beginning of each pass, or even stand still this will give
the same result as placing an obstacle in to the arena.

Figure 5.2: Scenario 2, Robot A is to bypass both Robot B and C by predicting their movements

The final scenario shown in Figure 5.3 is designed to analyze what will happen if the
speed of other robot varies, thus predicting how he will respond to my movements.
All robots should try to predict the movement of the other robots without colliding to
one and other, while trying to get from location A to location B shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Robot A and B are both predicting the movement of each other

5.4 Implementation of models and scenarios
Implementation of the scenarios suggested in chapter 5.3 will be done in the Webots
6.0.1 simulator that was chosen in chapter 5.1. All results from each scenario will be
compared to get a larger image of how the robot predicts and performs its task.
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6.1 Common features for scenarios
Before it is possible to start training the scenarios described in chapter 5.3 the
common elements of all scenarios need to be implemented. The chosen programming
language will be C, C is chosen because of the author’s prior knowledge of the
language and a large support in Webots 6.0.1. The creation of the ESN network is
done with the help of Matlab 7.6. An ESN network is basically a matrix of n × n
elements with some connectivity percentage, in our case 30%, and 700 × 700 as the
size of the network (this was chosen and tweaked after Svensson et al., 2002
configuration, due to the similarities of both problems). When the matrix has been
filled with random numbers (based on the connectivity), Equation 1 is applied to the
whole matrix so that the eigenvalue is less than one. This makes the spectral radius of
the net < 1 thus activities decoys to a null point attractor. A sample ESN network is
shown in Appendix A.

M=

M
max abs ( eig ( M )) + 0, 01

(

)

Equation 1: Adjust the values of the matrix M so that the max eigenvalue is less than 1

The next step was to design the setup of the experiment, like the input and outputs to
the ESN network. The connections to the ESN are shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Connections to the ESN
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When in training the camera is feed to the network with the motors and the previous
prediction. But when in simulation mode it should be possible to disconnect the
camera and feed the network with its own predictions. As seen this setup is similar to
Figure 2.3 and has all the elements that Hesslow’s simulation hypothesis needs.
The ESN reservoir uses the Discrete Time Recurrent Neural Network’s (DTRNN)
standard equation

n

net j = ∑ xi wij and the neuron output from the ESN is
i=0

ESNnetActivity j = tanh(net j + noise) , the input to the reservoir is connected directly
to the ESN from the local input array.
The default camera angle of the E-Puck robot is only 40° which gives a tight view for
the predicting robot. This could result in the predicting robot never seeing the other
robot, so the angle of the camera was increased to 128°. This gives the predicting
robot the possibility to at least see the robot in the beginning of the run even while he
is moving.
A way to measure the error (i.e. the difference between predictions and actual visual
input) was considered and function was defined to write this out to a tab-separated file
an example of this type of file can be found in Appendix B.
The specification of the file is as follows
Colum 1: Right camera value.
Colum 2: Predicted camera value.
Colum 3: Binary error in decimal (is a decimal number when transformed to binary it
shows where the error was by indicating 1 where the prediction is not the same as the
actual value).
Colum 4: Summed error (The sum of the actual position of the robot subtracted with
the predicted position. This gives us a higher number the more far off the prediction
is. Only problem with this if the prediction is all zeroes.)
Colum 5: Number of errors (tells us how many errors there are).
Colum 6: Is the robot running with camera disconnected (0 if the camera is on 1 if he
is running on predictions).
Colum 7: Number of runs (counter that counts on what run the robot is).
Colum 8: Time (time of the simulation in seconds).

6.2 Scenario 1
6.2.1

Setup of Scenario 1

In this scenario there were three controllers implemented, Supervisor, driving and
predicting. The setup can be seen in Figure 6.2.
Controller “Driving”: The architecture of this controller, consist of a function that
selects a random speed for the robot when called, with both minimum and maximum
speed values going from 200 to 690. The second function observes two of the robots
proximity sensors (PS3 and PS4) on the back of the robot. By using the two sensors it
is possible to observe if the robot is in its start position and set the random speed.
Controller “Supervisor”: The architecture of the supervisor controller is to observe
the driving robot to see if it has reached the other end of the maze. When the driving
13
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E-Puck reaches the left side of the arena the supervisor picks up both the robots and
places them back into their starting position.
Controller “Predicting”: As said in chapter 6.1 the angle of the camera is set to 128°
so in the start position the predicting robot (lower facing up in Figure 6.2 (a)) has a
view of the maze form left to right. Time step of the robot was set to 64 and the
camera input was set to be a gray scale view that consists of 10x1 pixels (10 pixels
horizontal and 1 pixel vertical). The input from the camera was then converted to be 1
if the robot sees another robot and 0 when nothing is in the way. The total number of
inputs was set to 22 (10 for the camera, 2 for the motors and 10 for the predictions).
The output layer was set to 12 (10 for the time+1 prediction and 2 for the motors).
The sigmoid activation function was then added to all the outputs units. The sigmoid
function returns a value between 0 and 1 so that 0.5 and lower represented “noting in
the way” but value larger than 0.5 meant that a robot was predicted in that frame. For
the motors a bipolar function was added to get a representation from -1 to 1.
When the controller is in training mode there where two different learning rates
0.0001 if the actual camera was showing 0 and 0.001 when the camera was showing
1. This was done to balance the networks learning to predict seeing a robot; since 80%
of the time the camera pixel did not see any robot with this adjustment. The
supervised learning scheme used was a standard delta rule wij = η(t − yi )x j .

Figure 6.2: Setup of Scenario 1 - Navigating

This type of setup worked while the network was getting current input from the
camera and predicting one time step ahead (time + 1), but as soon as the camera was
disconnected the network fixated and stopped predicting. After some investigation it
was clear that the network was seeing the same input for 20+ time steps and it was not
picking up the changes until the live input kicked in with the new position. It was
decided to add some noise (Jaeger, 2002) to every neuron in the ESN. The noise that
was added was a random number between -0.01 to 0.01. Increased then the camera
pixels so the network would see more rapid changes. The camera input was increased
to 20x1 pixels (20 pixels horizontal and 1 pixel vertical). This change means that the
inputs consist of 42 pixels (20 in camera input 2 motors and 20 for the predictions)
and the output had to be increased to 22 (20 for predictions and 2 for motors). To
ensure the rapid change that the ESN needs to predict with out the camera in a
dynamic world, the time step of the predicting robot was increased to 256ms. With
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this new configuration the network started to predict more than 1 time step ahead in
time with out any fixation.
Training with this new configuration is shown in Figure 6.3, which shows that it takes
about 700 runs for the ESN to learn to predict with a considerable good accuracy.
When the network was trained the predicting robot was standing still and simply
observing the driving robot.

Figure 6.3: Training error for Scenario 1

6.2.2

Results from Scenario 1

When the error rate for different number of frames is looked at (Figure 6.4) we can
see how the error decreases with the amount of camera input given to the network.
This kind of behavior is what was expected since other studies (Svensson et al., 2009;
Hoffmann and Möller, 2004) showed the same tendency in a static environment.
When the tests were done the robot ran for 100 runs with each setting going from
“Blind” to when the camera was always on (predicting only 1 step in time). This gives
1100 runs total with random speeds. Each run is between 35 to 150 frames depending
on speed.
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Figure 6.4: Error rate depending on number of seen frames (Scenario 1)

Figure 6.5 shows how the network handles different speeds ranging from 200 to 650
given only 5 frames, each run was exactly 30 runs from left to right. As before we can
see the same tendency as in the Svensson et al. (2009) and Hoffmann and Möller
(2004) studies; the longer it needs to run on predictions the more error there is.

Figure 6.5: Error rate on different speeds - given 5 frames (Scenario 1)
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Figure 6.13 displays when the network is connected to the camera for 10 time steps as
expected it predicts with more accuracy but still it has the same characters like in
Figure 6.5. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show that the network is not evolving and
predicting well for certain speed intervals. But shows an “S” like curve instead of a
“U” like curve. This indicates that the predictions made are different for different
speeds.

Figure 6.6:Error rate on different speeds - given 10 frames (Scenario 1)

The final speed test that was done on scenario 1 was how the network would predict
for different speeds with the camera always on. This means that the network is only
predicting 1 step ahead in time. Here it is also confirmed that the network is not only
doing well at certain speeds but it is evenly distributed from slow to fast (see Figure
6.7).
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Figure 6.7: Error rate on different speeds - camera always on (Scenario 1)

6.2.3

Navigating using the predictions

Navigating using the predictions is possible. Since we don’t have any explicit distance
information, the main navigation was done using static variables. As shown in
chapters 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 the more frames the robot is allowed to observe the more
accurate its predictions become. So a penalty system was made up (Table 1) to slow
down the predicting robot according to its predictions. Since it is not interesting to the
robot if the predictions show that the driving robot has crossed the middle line there
will be no penalty for that. The penalty factor was then chosen after observation,
according to where the predicted position of the driving robot would be.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100 100 200 200 100 100 50 50 25

0

0

13

14

15

16

17

18 19 20

Table 1: Penalty when predicting (Scenario 1)

As shown in subchapter 6.2.2 if observing for 10 time steps had better accuracy than
observing only for 5 time steps. So when in navigation mode the robot was allowed
to observe 10 time steps before choosing a speed and move. The default speed of the
robot was set to 700 after the observation and then the penalty was subtracted. So if
the robot predicted 00000000000000001100 the sum would be (according to Table 1)
150 and the robot would safely go in front of the driving robot at the speed of 550. So
navigation using a method like this works but how safe it is needs to be tested much
more through.
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6.3 Scenario 2
6.3.1

Setup of Scenario 2

Setup of scenario 2 is as shown in Figure 6.8. In this scenario there are used 4
controllers, supervisor, driving, driving2 and predicting.
Controller “Driving” and “Driving2”: are exactly the same as in chapter 6.2 the
reason for having two controllers was to overcome the fact that if using one controller
the random speed would be the same for both robots. This did not happen on a
Windows computer but since the experiments were done on a Mac this needed to be
done.
Controller “Supervisor”: is almost identical to the one described in chapter 6.2 the
only difference is that the simulation is restarted as soon as the first robot hits the left
side of the wall.
Controller “Predicting”: is also a reuse of code the only difference is the learning
rate since now the network is watching 2 robots it is more likely to encounter seeing
double or less the amount of robots the learning rate for seeing a robot was reduced to
0.007. This was done so that the network would predict the two robots as separate
robots but not as a one large robot. (0011001100 instead of 00111100). All of the
same fixes that were introduced in chapter 6.2 were used in the training and execution
of Scenario 2.

Figure 6.8: Setup of Scenario 2 - Navigating

Training of Scenario 2 (Figure 6.9) takes a little longer than the training of Scenario 1
(Figure 6.3) about 1200 runs before it starts to produce a good accuracy although it is
not as good as in scenario 1. When the training of Scenario 2 was implemented the
same training method was used as in Scenario 1, letting the predicting robot stand still
and simply observing the driving robots.
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Figure 6.9: Training error for Scenario 2

6.3.2

Results from Scenario 2

When looking at Figure 6.10 we can see that the error drops dramatically after
watching for 3 of more frames (time steps). But once the line flattens out and does not
become any better until the camera is turned on. This is because after three frames it
has seen both robots and noticed the gap that is building between them (if running at
different speeds).

Figure 6.10: Error rate depending on number of seen frames (Scenario 2)
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As we have seen from Scenario 1 (chapter 6.2) that the network does better when one
robot is driving fast since it does not need to predict that many frames (time steps)
ahead in time as it needs to do when driving slow. But what is the most interesting
part is that the network wants to predict gaps between the robots. This can be seen if
looking at both Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 (looking for 5 frames and looking for 10
frames) since when there is a large speed difference the accuracy becomes much
better.

Figure 6.11: Error rate on different speeds - given 5 frames (Scenario 2)

Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.13 also show us like Figure 6.10 that there is almost no
difference between seeing 5 frames and 10 frames when trying to predict 2 robots
running at different random speeds.

Figure 6.12: Error rate on different speeds - given 10 frames (Scenario 2)

Like in scenario 1 (chapter 6.2) the network performs much better when it only needs
to predict the next upcoming time step (even though it is doing good when predicting
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longer) but here it can be seen that the same effect is showing like when seeing 5 and
10 frames, it has the tendency to want to predict some space between the two driving
robots.

Figure 6.13: Error rate on different speeds - camera always on (Scenario 2)

6.3.3

Navigating using the predictions

When navigating using simply the predictions form Scenario 2 it is a little harder
since to do it as safely as possible you need look at the first prediction bits (one robot)
and the last (the other robot). It is possible to do some “dare devil” navigation and
trying to go between them but as that worked out it was too hazardous to do it in real
life since in simulation it only gave 70% success rate (21 out of 30 made the cut). So
the only safe way was to look at the first bits like in chapter 6.2.3 if you could go in
front of the robots, and if not the last bits could tell you how slow the predicting robot
should go to be able to drive safely behind them. No table was done for this scenario
since the “dare devil” approach was tested to see if it was indeed possible to go
between them. This approach was chosen to see if it would be possible to use
predictions for navigation when you are at for example cross road. Despite only
succeeding 70% of the time, this is still quite impressive given such brief exposure (5
frames) and using blind predictions.
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6.4 Scenario 3
Scenario 3 differs in the setup of the ESN in that there is an extra input added to the
network (Figure 6.14). This extra input is an integer counter that counts the time steps
in a run. The main idea behind this input was to help reduce the fixation problem (see
chapter 6.2.1) of the predictions (since more activity in the input helped in scenario
1), and help the network to predict the speed of the other robot better.

Figure 6.14: Connections to the ESN in Scenario 3

6.4.1

Setup of Scenario 3

Setup of scenario 3 is shown in Figure 6.15. In this scenario there were two
controllers used, supervisor and predicting.
Controller “Supervisor”: is exactly the same as in chapter’s 6.2.1 and 6.3.1. But
since both of the robots are moving at random speeds it was necessary to let the
supervisor tell the predicting robots when a new run was started. This is because the
proximity sensors used in chapter’s 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 were not enough since they could
trigger a new run when driving, if the robots collided with each other.
Controller “Predicting”: is a reuse of code from chapter’s 6.2.1 and 6.3.1. Since the
robots were trained picking different random speeds at the beginning of the run, with
the possibility of a crash, the selection of learning rate was somewhat tricky. If the
learning rate from scenario 1 (chapter 6.2.1) was used the network was eager to
predict a crash giving an extremely high error rate 39% to 45% error rate (see
Appendix C). But if the learning rate was the same for “seeing a robot” and “seeing
nothing”, the network lost all anticipation to predict a crash. The best balance was to
go between scenario 1 and scenario 2 (0.001 “seeing nothing” and 0.0005 “predicting
a robot”), which gave the best results that are shown bellow.
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Figure 6.15: Scenario 3 in different stages

As stated in the beginning of chapter 6.4 (see Figure 6.14) a step counter that counted
the steps in each run was added to the network to help with the fixation problem. Two
training were done (with counter and without a counter) to see if this would help
Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.16: Training of Scenario 3 with no step counter

Figure 6.17:Training of Scenario 3 with step counter
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These charts show that the step counter makes a great difference, the error goes down
dramatically (about 10%) and the training time decreases from 600 time steps (no step
counter) to about 300 (with step counter). When both the robots are driving the same
problem occurs as in chapter 6.2.1 (lack of activity to the input). Since both robots are
moving the robot most often sees the other robot in one corner (for example
00000000000000000011), so the network is not able to pick up changes in every time
step which seem to be ideal for the learning of the ESN (which was the cause for the
fixation problem in Scenario 1).

6.4.2

Results from Scenario 3

When looking at Figure 6.18 which differs from previous scenarios (Figure 6.4 and
Figure 6.10) in that sense that the error increases and then decreases is because the
network is predicting most of the time right. But since this network has learned to
predict a crash (Scenario 1 and 2 did never predict crashing, since they weren’t
trained that way, see chapter 6.2 and 6.3) the penalty for predicting a crash, if it is not
happening are high (see chapter 6.1) and the other way around. So the dynamics of
the environment is showing. Since all the runs are random and no runs (for different
frames) is the same that can explain the abnormity of this chart (Appendix C shows
more normal curve).

Figure 6.18: Error rate depending on number of seen frames (Scenario 3)

Figure 6.19 show the error rate when the robot gets input form the environment for 5
time steps. As in scenario 1 (Figure 6.5) and scenario 2 (Figure 6.11) the error is the
higher when both robots are running at the same speed, but here the cause is different.
When both robots are driving at the same speed a crash will occur. What the camera
will see is different for each crash, it can see the middle bits in the camera array as
high or it can see all 20 bits high. So to predict a crash is not that hard, but to predict
the exact bit order is relative hard. So for each prediction of a crash if you don’t get it
100% right you will suffer a great penalty in increasing error rate.
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Figure 6.19:Error rate on different speeds - given 5 frames (Scenario 3)

Figure 6.21 confirms that it does not matter how good the predictions are since the
high penalty of the crash (different combination) is always there. As in scenario 2
(chapter 6.3) there is no significant difference between exposing the network too long
to the environment (5 or 10 frames) since the results in terms of error rate is almost
the same.

Figure 6.20: Error rate on different speeds - given 10 frames (Scenario 3)

But when the camera is turned on for the whole time (network is only predicting t+1)
the error rate drops dramatically. Figure 6.21 shows this, but it also confirms the
theory about predicting crashes is hard with high penalty is also shown. All the tops
shown in the graph (Figure 6.21) are when the two predicting robots are on the same
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speed, so they will crash. The network is going from less than 1% error to high as 6%.
Which shows that the crashes are hard to predict totally right.

Figure 6.21: Error rate on different speeds - camera always on (Scenario 3)

On of the main problems with scenario 3 was the camera. To get more activity in the
input a camera with a panoramic or 360° view would be better since it would give you
more input (activity) when the robots are moving. This would lead to more interesting
predictions since the main activity is not in the same place of the input most of the
time.

6.4.3

Navigating using the predictions

When designing the navigation for Scenario 3, it was decided to make both the robots
predict 5 time-steps ahead in time and adjust their speed according to the predictions
Figure 6.22 shows how the robots (both the robots in scenario 3 have the same
objectives) work when navigating in simulation mode.
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Figure 6.22: Navigation in Scenario 3

Since the penalty method (chapter 6.2.3) in scenario 1 worked good, the same method
was used to navigate the robots in scenario 3. A new array of penalty factors was
created as shown in Table 2. If the predictions did not show any object in the penalty
seats the speed was not changed. But if the prediction predicted as much as one high
(a robot is in that position) in a penalty seat the speed was changed according to this
formula “500-sumOfPenalty=yourSpeed”.
1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

0 0 0 0 0 0 50 75 100 150 150 100 75 50

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 2: Penalty when predicting (Scenario 3)

This gives that if a prediction is, as follows 00000000000110000000 would give the
speed of 500-175=325, with the exception that the highest penalty allowed is 300
(speed varies from 200 – 450 if there is a penalty). If the prediction would be
00000000000000000011 then the speed would not change at all.
A light inspection of the safety was done. A total number of 1000 runs were executed
and the robots crashed 17 times. These gives a crash rate 1.7% or even better a
success rate of 98.3%. This is weary impressive since the robots navigate only on
predictions, no information is taken from the environment as a safety feature and no
stopping is allowed.
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7 Conclusion
After completing the implementation of this final year project it has been shown that
it is possible to provide a robot an “inner world” in a dynamic environment to
navigate collision free using predictions, see chapter 6.
The predictions in this final year project have been used in place of actual camera
input to generate chains of predictions in time as Hesslow (2002) simulation
hypothesis suggests. Since all the graphs in chapter 6 show a low error rate, this
confirms that the network was able to predict accurately enough to be used with
navigation.
Chapter’s 6.2.3, 6.3.3 and 6.4.3 show that the predictions were accurate enough to
enable collision free navigation in a dynamic environment. This is something new
since all other studies only cope with navigation in a static environment (Ziemke et
al., 2005; Svensson et al., 2009).
The aim of this final year project was to propose a way to use signals that are
available in a dynamic environment to plan our route with out a collision, by
predicting the movements of others using Hesslow’s (2002) simulation hypothesis.
In the chapters above it has been shown that all of the objectives were implemented.
Objective 1 “Choose hardware and a simulator that has the functions needed to
complete this type of communication” was completed in chapter 5.1 (Choice of
Hardware/Simulator).
Objective 2 “Choose a suitable artificial neural network that can handle this type of
problem” was completed in chapter 5.2 (Choice of ANN architectures).
Objective 3 “Create different scenarios to train the model in” was completed in
chapter 5.3 (Experiment scenarios).
Objective 4 “Validate the results by simulating/training the models created in
objective 3” was completed in chapter 6 (Implementation).
This final year project has made some contributions as shown below:
• A method to use Hesslow’s (2002) simulation hypothesis in a dynamic
environment.
• A proof that you can navigate, using only the predictions, in a dynamic
environment.
• Showing that ESN networks have the dynamics to handle this type of
problem.
• Shows that you can provide an “inner world” to a robot in a dynamic
environment.
This shows that the aim of this final year project is fulfilled.
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8 Future work
In this final year project a random speed was added to the driving robot, but it did not
change until the supervisor initialized a new run. What effect has dynamic speed
changes (the robot accelerates or decelerate wile driving) on the ESN network and can
it be predicted?
Implementing the controller so that the robot can come form both directions (left to
right and right to left) and see if the ESN will pick up the speed and directions as good
as it has shown when the robot is only coming from one direction.
In this final year project the distance factor has not been taken into account. It should
be possible to add the distance factor into the experiments and see if the ESN is able
to learn the distance and if it is possible to navigate using the network with both speed
and distance implemented. The experiment could be setup so that it has a random
speed and random distance to the driving robot. Other methods are though required to
be able to detect distance. This could be established by using not just a gray scale
camera, but also a camera with the full color spectrum so there is a difference in the
picture depending on the distance.
Try to find a better way to navigate the robot using both the predictions and other
methods. How much better is it to use both predictions and real time data to navigate?
How much safer and efficient is it to navigate using both predictions and real life data.
Could this combination of methods make our transportation safer if implemented in a
real vehicle? Using vessels would be perfect candidate since they are most of the
time on the same course.
This final year project only used a regular camera, it should be possible to add a
panoramic camera or a camera that supports 360° view to be able to see if the
predictions could follow the other robot, even if he is behind you.
Direction control is a subject that this final year project has not looked at. Is it
possible to turn and then get on the same track with out a collision?
Comparing other methods e.g. ESN vs. Simple recurrent network and so on.
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Appendix A
A sample of a small 10 × 10 ESN network with 30% connectivity.
-0.113041 0.000000 0.000000 0.486823 0.000000 0.000000 -0.852050 0.000000
0.000000 0.815169
0.000000 -0.031790 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 -0.028337
0.086465 0.000000 0.845868 0.339655 0.000000 0.000000 0.396652 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000
-0.583155 0.443633 0.000000 -0.199233 0.000000 -0.622304 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.229229
0.000000 -0.216781 0.000000 0.000000 0.548390 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 -0.670954 0.000000 0.000000 0.472505 -0.115640 0.000000 0.000000
0.144371 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 -0.234092 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.203831 0.000000 0.479221 0.000000
0.094940 0.000000 -0.727546 0.000000 0.231331 0.000000 0.000000 0.234832
0.773826 0.000000
0.000000 -0.553741 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.109776 0.371443 -0.841030
0.300631 0.000000
0.000000 -0.346937 0.085862 -0.851131 0.000000 0.314374 0.000000 0.150431
0.000000 -0.401403
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A sample output file from Scenario 2 when the speed of the first driving robot is 250
and the speed of the second driving robot is 650. This is the output of two runs.
11111111111111111111
00000000000001100000
0
1
0.256000

1023999

197

18

11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
0
1
0.512000

1048575

210

20

11111111111111111111
00000000000000000000
0
1
0.768000

1048575

210

20

00000000000001011100
00000000000000000000
0
1
1.024000

237568

19

4

00000000000001011100
00000011110011111110
0
1
1.280000

283584

66

7

00000000000001011100
00000001110011111110
0
1
1.536000

283520

52

6

00000000000001011100
00000000010011111110
0
1
1.792000

283136

27

4

00000000000011011100
1
2.048000

00000000000011111100

16384 6

1

0

00000000000011011100
1
2.304000

00000000000011111100

16384 6

1

0

00000000000011011100
1
2.560000

00000000000011111100

16384 6

1

1

00000000000011011100
00000000000011111000
1
1
2.816000

147456

3

2

00000000000110111000
1
3.072000

00000000000011111000

10240 2

2

1

00000000000110111000
1
3.328000

00000000000011111000

10240 2

2

1

00000000000110111000
1
3.584000

00000000000011111000

10240 2

2

1

00000000000110111000
1
3.840000

00000000000010111000

2048 9

1

1

00000000001101110000
1
4.096000

00000000000011111000

72704 7

4

1

00000000001101110000
1
4.352000

00000000000011111000

72704 7

4

1

00000000001101110000
1
4.608000

00000000010011111000

73216 4

5

1
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00000000001101110000
1
4.864000

00000000001101110000

0

00000000011001110000
1
5.120000

00000000110011111000

00000000011001110000
1
5.376000

0

0

1

70912 14

4

1

00000000110011110000

5376 10

3

1

00000000011001110000
1
5.632000

00000000110001100000

34048 3

3

1

00000000011001110000
1
5.888000

00000000110011110000

5376 10

3

1

00000000110011100000
1
6.144000

00000000110001100000

4096 8

1

1

00000000110011100000
1
6.400000

00000000110011100000

0

0

0

1

00000000110011100000
1
6.656000

00000000110011100000

0

0

0

1

00000000110011100000
1
6.912000

00000000110011000000

16384 6

1

1

00000001100011000000
1
7.168000

00000000110011100000

17024 4

3

1

00000001100011000000
1
7.424000

00000000110011000000

640

2

2

1

00000001100011000000
1
7.680000

00000000110011000000

640

2

2

1

00000001100011000000
1
7.936000

00000000110011000000

640

2

2

1

00000011000111000000
1
8.192000

00000011000111000000

0

0

0

1

00000011000111000000
1
8.448000

00000011000111000000

0

0

0

1

00000011000111000000
1
8.704000

00000011000111000000

0

0

0

1

00000011000111000000
1
8.960000

00000011000111000000

0

0

0

1

00000000000000111110
00000011110011000000
0
2
9.216000

521152

45

11

00000000000000111110
00000000000000000000
0
2
9.472000

507904

20

5

00000000000000111110
2
9.728000

00000011100011111110

12736 54

5

0

00000000000000111110
2
9.984000

00000011000011111110

12480 42

4

0
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00000000000001111100
00000000000011111110
0
2
10.240000

266240

10

2

00000000000001111100
00011111110011111110
0
2
10.496000

267256

108

9

00000000000001111100
2
10.752000

00000000000011111100

4096 8

1

0

00000000000001111100
2
11.008000

00000000000011111100

4096 8

1

0

00000000000010011100
2
11.264000

00000000000011111100

24576 13

2

0

00000000000010011100
2
11.520000

00000000000011111100

24576 13

2

0

00000000000010011100
2
11.776000

00000000000011111100

24576 13

2

1

00000000000010011100
00000000000010111000
1
2
12.032000

147456

3

2

00000000000110111000
2
12.288000

00000000000011111000

10240 2

2

1

00000000000110111000
2
12.544000

00000000000011111000

10240 2

2

1

00000000000110111000
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Appendix C
Charts from Scenario 3 when learning rate was 0.001 for predicting, “seeing a robot”
and 0.0001 for predicting that “nothing is in the way”.
Here is the error rate when the robots are exposed to different number of frames from
the environment.

The chart below shows how much error there is when the robots are driving at
different speeds, given 5 frames.
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The chart below shows how much error there is when the robots are driving at
different speeds, given 10 frames. Sees

And finally the chart below shows how much error there is when the robots are
driving at different speeds, with the camera always on.
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